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AURO Pflanzenchemie AG 
Alte Frankfurter Straße 211A  |  D-38122 Braunschweig  
Tel: +49 5 31 – 28 141 - 0  |  Fax: +49 5 31 – 28 141 - 72  

info@auro.de  |  www.auro.de

facebook.com/AURO.de

twitter.com/AURO_AG

youtube.com/AUROtv

auro.de

Pleasae note
A guarantee is provided for the quality of the products. However, samples 
of colour tones or products, as well as colour charts, can deviate from the 
original products or colour tones for technical reasons. Therefore, it is 
recommended to carry out practice-oriented tests before application.  
There will be no taking back of mixed products or colour tones. Complaints 
of mixed products or colour tones are hereby explicitly excluded. The  
intensity and appearance of the color tone may vary depending on the type 
of wood and the thickness of the layer. PhotoCredits: AURO AG; Hogogo@
istock; udjin@adobestock.

instagram.com/auro_naturalpaints
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ecological

colour shades

Idyllic exteriors
What could be better than spending the day in your beau-

tiful garden? The sky is shining and all the trees, shrubs and 

flowers are in full bloom.

A protective coat of AURO wood stain on your wooden  

furniture is all you need. Whether outdoors or indoors,  

it reliably protects all wood from UV damage in the summer 

and the various weather effects on colder, wet days.

With a beautiful satin sheen, this transparent wood stain 

will bring your woodwork alive. Now nothing stands in the 

way of a well-deserved rest. 

Beautiful homes for people and pets
In 65 exciting colour shades, you can now create a beau-

tiful home for yourself and those perfect pets in your life. 

Colourful or simple, AURO colours are a great complement 

to your garden.

They are quick drying and contain no harmful chemicals 

and so you and your pets can relax in your new spaces on 

the same day.  AURO wood stains are for a safe and beau-

tiful retreat.

Safe for little people
The safety of our little ones is particularly important to 

us. Due to our solvent-free formulas and compliance with 

the standards DIN EN 71, Part 3 „Suitable for toys“ and 

DIN 53160 „Sweat and saliva fastness“, your child can play  

safely. We hope you can find your child’s favourite colour 

amongst our extensive range.

If anything needs a fresh coat it‘s possible to get exactly the 

same shade again and again thanks to AURO’s clever tinting 

system. 

Revitalise and refresh your wood
Upcycling instead of buying new? A wonderfully sustain-

able idea to give wooden furniture a fresh look. Whether 

traditional wood tones or bright colours, AURO wood stains 

give you a full range of options.

When at home, we want to feel comfortable and safe. The 

ecological choice of raw materials used to make AURO 

wood stain guarantees this. Your woodwork is carefully 

protected and its unique grain is retained through a silky 

matt surface.  This durable wood treatment is easy to apply, 

has a mild odour -  the low-emission wood stain suitable for 

modern living.
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feather coconut classic moon 
rock

copper 
grey

desert 
grey

gold grey iron fossil thunder metallic dark 
night

space 
grey

purple cherry 
blossom

cotton 
candy

flowerista earth water 
bubble

pigeon mystic navy denim royal 
blue

light 
blue

turquoise yacht deep 
forest

green-
land

jungle botany palisander iced 
coffee

bear brunette peanut 
butter

umbra bangkirai walnut chestnut teak caramel larch oak pine light oak pumpkin bumble-
bee

banana lemonade matcha melon ice

trans-
parent

Farbdesigner  
auf auro.de

carrot goldfish lava valentine mahogany winebasil 
leaf

avocado grass-
hopper

hemp palm tree midnight
green

Colour designer 
on auro.com

Farvedesigner 
på auro.dk

Kleurenkiezer 
Nederland 

Informazioni 
sull‘Italia

Informations  
pour la France


